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Ensure panel projects

and tasks relate back

to the vision and

objectives, this will

keep the panel

focused on the

broader vision. 

Setting out

objectives will

ensure everyone

has an

understanding on

the purpose and

direction of the

panel.

Initial thoughts to consider

What are you looking to achieve?

How can you make sure  everyone gets something out of

the project?

How will the panel work alongside your current

committee and where will they fit in to your ongoing

work?

Who else can you work with within your community to

offer the best opportunities for young people?

Outline your vision and objectives

STARTING OUT
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What is your structure going to be?

STARTING OUT
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Once you have a clear vision and objectives for your panel, think

about how you want to structure your panel. 

How many young people are you looking to have on your panel?

What age group are you looking for?

How long will you ask them to take part for?

What level of commitment are you looking for?

Now align these decisions to your vision and start thinking realistically

about the resources and support you’ll need.

Think about what

different types of

ages and

experiences you are

looking for from your

young people.

Working with young

people requires

flexibility as their

availability changes as

school / studying / work

commitments change.

Perhaps consider the

number of young

people on your panel to

ensure that young

people are supported

through busy times.

Think about what

timescales you are

looking to work

towards and share

these with everyone.
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Considering reaching

out and connecting

with local staff who

work with young

people. They can help

to signpost potential

young people to your

organisation.

Think about what young people you want your opportunity to target, and

how you will reach them. What organisations within your community can

you work with, schools, sports clubs etc.

There are other options for sharing your opportunity - would posters or

flyers reach the people you are looking for?

Sharing information on social media will be a strong way to get the word

out to young people. Think about tagging people or organisations who

can share the opportunity with their networks. Other forms of media are

also worth considering.

Remember to make sure information is as open and inclusive as

possible. There may be young people who do not have acess to social

media, consider ways that you could reach them.

Getting the word out

DISCOVERING YOUR YOUNG PEOPLE
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Ensure that the

information you are

sharing in all forms is

accurate and

consistent to make

sure your message is

clear.

Are there any

specific events you

can target, perhaps

your local high

school has a

volunteer event for

pupils?
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Think of different

ways that young

people could apply

to be on your panel.

Instead of

completing an

application form,

perhaps they could

submit a video of

themselves

explaining why they

want to be part of the

panel.

Remember, this may

be the first interview

that the young

people have

attended, keep things

light and use the

opportunity to get to

know them better.

If you are keen to see

young people

working together,

perhaps you could

use a group task

within the interview

process.

Applications and Interviews

DISCOVERING YOUR YOUNG PEOPLE
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The process you chose for discovering your young people will vary depending on your organisation and your community.  

You may want to ask young people to submit an application to be part of your panel. Or if necessary, you could invite your

shortlisted applicants to an informal interview. Any applications or interviews should be related around what you are looking for

from your young people. 

If you chose to hold interviews, remember that this will be the first taste the young people will have of your organisation, so

make sure it is appealing to them. They will feel more inclined to join your panel if they have an enjoyable experience.  

It is really important that throughout the application process, it is clear to the young people what the expectation of them is as

well as what they are set to gain from being on the panel.
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Try and use an

agenda or base topic

for each meeting to

keep everyone

focused and ensure

you have productive

meetings.

Provide young

people with

opportunities to

have their own

responsibilities and

allow them to

contribute at

meetings.
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Your first meeting should be shortly following the completion of your recruitment

process. Leaving it too long risks your young people losing interest.  

The first meeting is your opportunity to start building your panel. Allow the young

people to contribute and make the panel a place where they want to be. Start by

sharing your vision and objectives for the panel and allow the young people to

share their thoughts. Perhaps split your panel into smaller groups and ask them to

think about what they want to do as a group.  

Frequency of meetings

Roles and responsibilities, do you want to assign roles (chair, secretary etc) or

would assigning roles as they come be more suitable?

Think of ways to bring your young people together, is there an activity they can

do as group bonding?

Consider producing a code of conduct type document to ensure everyone

knows what their position is and what behaviours are acceptable.

Use the first meeting to discuss the following with your young people:

The First Meeting

BUILDING YOUR PANEL
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Think about how your panel is going to create an identity for itself. 

Consider setting up social media accounts for your panel to use to

share their work, this could be the first task for the panel. Creating a logo

and brand for the panel will enforce and validate their identity.  Perhaps

the logo or brand could be similar or connected to the brand of your

organisation. 

Providing the panel with branded kit such as t-shirts or hoodies,  will give

them an identity  as a group and provide them with something to wear

too events.

Branded kit also acts as easy promotion while out in the community or

for photos and videos.

Make sure to set

clear and achievable

goals and timelines

for panels.

Remember that

young people have

the challenges of

balancing other

areas.

Make sure the young

people have a way of

keeping in touch,

consider what the

best format is. Is a

group chat suitable

or would

communication

through email be

better? Ask the young

people what they

would prefer
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Panel Identity

BUILDING YOUR PANEL
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Use your contacts to

provide your panel

with the opportunity

to get involved and

volunteer at local

events such as

school or club

competitions.

Keep an eye on how each

member of your panel is

contributing. It may be

that some are more

nervous than others to

get involved, do what you

can to encourage them

share their views.

Set aside time to

share positive

experiences and

stories from the panel

and provide praise

and recognition for

good work.

Great Projects

KEEPING IT GOING
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To make sure that you continue to succeed, it is vital that you have projects that

your young people can get behind and are achievable. Try to move at a steady

pace, starting out too big will risk the future of the panel.

The young people will have their own ideas of what projects they would like to get

involved in. Allow them to share and bring their ideas to the table and empower

them to take a lead with their own projects.

It is important that the momentum of the panel continues after the early stages.

This may require you to support the young people in arranging meetings or

updates.

There are a number of other areas within the community where your panel could

support, it is worth speaking to colleagues and community organisations and

build a relationship between them and your panel.
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You don't need to

post big news on

social media within

every post. Sharing

smaller

achievements will

keep focus and

perspective on your

panel's work.

Share news and

achievements via

social media, make

sure social media

pages remain active.

Sharing the work that your panel has done within the local community is vital for the growth and development of your panel. It

will increase the profile and validity of your panel as well as act as a way of celebrating the achievements of your young

people.

Use your local connections to spread the word regarding your panel’s success, tag your local Active Schools team in your

social media posts and encourage people to share the good news. Perhaps an article can be posted on your local authority’s

website about the work of the panel.

Local papers or media will also be keen support the sharing of good news and successful stories, it is worth sending them

information about your panel or invite them along to an event to see your panel in action.

Encourage your

panel to think of

different ways to

share their

successes. Perhaps

they could produce

a video montage of

an event they have

been involved in and

share it on social

media.

Shout about Success

KEEPING IT GOING
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